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My artistic work is based in public space and around the idea of
public space. In the recent years i have realized several projects on
an international level, whereas I am working as well in my own
projects, as in collaborations and networks with other artists,
architects, musicians and choreographers.
Public space is traditionally considered to be the physical and
conceptual opposite of private space. With the evolution of global
media and social networks, and with the development in global
politics, the line between the concepts of privacy and publicity
progressively fades, which leads to new questions and challenges
for everybody. The traditional picture of public space as a space - in
all connotations - that is detached from the individual, whilst being
created by the "public" - which is often understood as an organizing
structure or entity on which the individual has no, or only limited
influence - is out-dated. Or to put it more simple: We have to
understand ourselves no longer as users, but as creators of public
space.
With my projects I try to question the general understanding of public
space or temporarily change the connotation of specific aspects of it.
I consider my artworks as tools to support the process of re-thinking
and revalidating public space.
My artistic practice is mostly cross-disciplinary. In my different
projects i combine installative, performative, acoustic, visual and
conceptual elements.
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THE
STRUCTURAL
SOUND
PROJECT

The Structural Sound Project is a
participatory sound art project in public
space. Goal of the project is to transform
areas of public space into a one-of-a-kind
musical instruments.
The project is focused on structure borne
sounds. These are sounds that occur inside
solid materials and that are normally
inaudible to the human ear.
Different structures of public space (e.g.
bridges, handrails, light poles, benches...)
each have unique sonic properties
depending on their material, shape and
purpose.
With the use of contact microphones, these
sounds can be detected.
During each project, contact microphones
are handed out to public. Each microphone
comes along with mounting material and
instructions. People are encouraged to
install the microphones on a structure of
choice in public space and report the
location.
Sound samples of the installed microphone
are being collected and published on an
interactive online-map.
The map itself functions as an onlinesampler. The sounds can be played
simultaneously and in free order. This allows
virtual sound walks and individual
compositions based on the structure borne
sounds of the area.
In 2014 Structural Sound Projects took
place in:
- Hackney Wick, East London (UK)
in collaboration with arebyte gallery
- Sopot (PL) as part of Artloop 03 festival
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1 Piezo (brass plate coated with
Lead-Zirconium-Titanate)

1

2 shielded cable; (standard
microphone cable)

2

3 1/4-inch jack; female, mono
(standard instrument jack)
The Piezo technique for microphones was
invented around 1930.
Piezo ceramic (Lead-Zirconium- Titanate)
emits energy when pressure is applied to it.
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Sound waves are converted to energy
pulses that can be made audible with
amplifiers.
When mounted to a solid material, the Piezo
reacts to the sound waves inside the
material.
The piezo technique works passively. No
energy-supply is necessary which makes
the microphone robust and durable.
To prevent the influence of humidity on the
sensitive piezo-ceramic is covered with
rubber.
The microphones are custom-made for each
Structural Sound Project.
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The microphonens are handed out in bags that contain
all that is necessary to participate in the project.

microphone set
A bag contains everything
that is necessary to
participate in the project.

contact microphone
The microphone consists of a
piezo transducer that ends in a
6.3mm jack and can be used
with conventional instrumentcables.

mounting material
2-component plastic adhesive
sticks on every surface. It is
easy to use and will be hard
within five minutes.

wet wipe
It is recommended to clean
the hands after using the
plastic adhesive

instruction manual
The manual describes how to
use the plastic adhesive and
how to install the microphone.
Further it contains a QR-code
that links to the project
website and to an online map.
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The Structural Sound Project London started with an installation of
300 microphones. After 3 weeks, only 60 microphones were left.
An installation - containing a projector, a computer, a track-pad and
loudspeakers - allowed visitors to play the interactive online map.
The map was continuously growing throughout the project.
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Sound samples of all microphones that are installed during a Structural Sound Project are published on
interactive online maps.
Simple flash players allow to play the sound samples simultaneously and in free order. This enables users to
create individual compositions or go on virtual sound-walks through the areas.
In terms of composition, the maps are as well the instruments as the scores. The process of challenging the
concept of composition starts with giving away the decision about which structures - and hereby which
sounds - will be part of the piece. Further, the decision about how to record the individual sounds lies in the
hands of the members of the RecordingTeams (local sound artists in each city). Finally the composition
process opens up entirely with bringing all sounds together on the interactive maps.

LONDON
8

SOPOT
http://floriantuercke.net/structural_map.html

http://www.floriantuercke.net/sopot.html
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Installation view of the exhibition „URBAN AUDIO Zaragoza“ (etopia Center for Art & Technology), 2013

The concept of URBAN AUDIO is about transcending urban space. URBAN AUDIO turn the texture of
urban noise into musical abstractions and situative compositions.
URBAN AUDIO works with event-like temporary installations in public space. Core of the project are specially
designed stringed instruments that translate the urban noise into the sounds of vibrating strings. The
instruments are placed in public space, e.g. at inner-city traffic hotspots, in order to directly transform the sonic
structure of urban noise to musical tunes. A van is equipped with these instruments and a recording studio.

URBAN AUDIO

sound-art project in public space
2007 - ongoing

The texture of the urban noise, combined with the tuning and placing of the instruments creates a musical
stucture that directly results from the acoustic events at the urban situation. People - with all their actions,
interactions and personal decicions - (unknowingly) become creators of music. The urban space is turned in to
a live-symphony, that visitios can experiance on headphones.
The aim of the project is to turn the noisy, hectic, restless, and partly agrassive urban noise into contemplative
sounds in order to give the spectators the experiance of a new view on urban space.
The project URBAN AUDIO was performed in: Nürnberg (Germany, 2007), Zürich (Switzerland, 2007),
Budapest (Hungary, 2007), 27 US-American Cities (USA, 2008), the 16 German State Capital Cities
(2009/2010), the European Capitals of Culture 2011 Tallinn (Estonia) and Turku (Finland), Gdansk & Gdynia
(Poland, 2011), Zaragoza (Spain, 2013)
All URBAN AUDIO recordings are published on: www.urban-audio.org
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URBAN AUDIO instruments
WIRELESS SIGNAL
TRANSMISSION

STRINGS
Each instrument contains a
different number of strings
with a different tuning. The
strings are shielded against
the influence of wind.
RESONANCE CHAMBER
collects ambient sounds and
passes them on to the strings

There are two main operation modes of URBAN AUDIO
instruments. In both cases, tuned strings translate noise to
harmonic sounds:
analog version
a resonance chamber which is connected to the strings
amplifies the surrounding noise and hereby stimulates the
strings to vibrate.
electric version
since the second generation of drone-units, the method of
string-based noise transformation has changed to be more
accurate and flexible. A microphone picks up the surrounding
noise and passes it to a transducer which is connected to the
strings. The transducer that basically works similar to a
loudspeaker (coil and magnet) stimulates the strings.
The string vibrations are recorded with electro-magnetic
pickups. The signal from the pickups is amplified and can be
send to a receiver for listening or recording.
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TRANSDUCER
receives the amplified signal
from the microphone and
electro-mechanically vibrates
the strings.

ELECTROMAGNETIC
PICKUP
records the string-vibrations

AMPLIFIERS
to make the string
vibrations audible

MICROPHONE

AudioUnit 2 (AU2)
5 strings - pentatonic
bass-strings, wood, varnish
plexiglas, electronic
transforms sub sonic noise

AudioUnit 1 (AU1)
13 strings - chromatic
piano wire, wood, acrylic
grp, electronic
transforms ambient noise

AU3 can be collapsed for transport

AudioUnit 3 (AU3)
one string - monotone
piano wire, metall, wood, varnish
suitcase, tripod, electronic
transforms ambient noise
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AudioUnit 6 (AU6)
5 strings - pentatonic
guitar strings, wood, pvc,
nylon, metall, electronic
transforms ambient noise

AudioUnit 4 (AU4)
two strings - interval (4th)
piano wire, aluminum, pvc, grp
wood, varnish, electronic

The sensor-head of
AU5 can turn around
two axes. This allows
spacial a analysis of
electromagnetic fields.

transforms ambient noise
For transport AU6 folds into a box.

AudioUnit 5 (AU5)
makes electromagnatic fields audible
wood, pvc, metall,
electronic, remote control
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AudioUnit 7 (AU7)
7 strings - C major

AudioUnit 9 (AU9)

piano wire, steel, pvc,
wood, varnish, wheels, electronic

3 strings - A major chord
piano wire, metall, pvc
wood, varnish, electronic

transforms ambient noise

transforms ambient noise

AudioUnit 8 (AU8)
3 strings - monotone (stereo)
piano wire, metall, pvc
wood, varnish, tripod, electronic
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transforms ambient noise

AudioUnit 10 (AU10)
6 Sstrings - D, G, A, D‘ (stereo)
piano wire, metall, pvc, electronic
transforms ambient noise
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drone Units

Z_Units

set of 8 instruments,
3 of them electric (right picture)

set of 6 instruments
(tuned in E, G, A, B, D, E‘)

3 strings each - monotone

2 strings each (monotone)

piano wire, metall, pvc,
electronic, radio transmitter

guitar strings, metall, pvc,
electronic, microphone

transform ambient noise

transforms ambient noise

camera

antennas of the wireless
signal transmission system

The URBAN AUDIO van is the mobile
operational basis for URBAN AUDIO
projects.
It contains an extendible rack with the 8
droneUnits and a recording studio
consisting of:
-

droneUnits

headphones for visitors

computer for audio recording
computer for video recording
6 wireless transmission systems
8-track audio interface
audio-mixer
monitoring speakers
230 V energy supply with batteries

The van further holds:
-
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a 5-meter camera-tripod
safety gear,
headphones and chairs for visitors
a canopy

recording studio

The project URBAN AUDIO Zaragoza (Spain) took place in September 2013. it was a two-weeks project that involved differnt activities aroud the
sound of public space. The first part of the project was musical transformation of 5 inner-city traffic-hotspots with the newly developed Z-Units.
Second part of the was held as a workshop was a (“collaborative-recordings“) during which participants recorded their favored spots in the city of
Zaragoza.
URBAN AUDIO Zaragoza also included a workshop on building and using contact microphones, a live-concert featuring the URBAN AUDIO
recordings from Zaragoza, an artist talk and an exhibition in the Etopia Center for Art & Technology where sounds and films from the first project part
were displayed along with all URBAN AUDIO instruments.
The activities in public space were accompanied by a film-team. The 30-minutes documentary is available online at: http://youtu.be/BKb-uaqjWXM
All recordings of the project are published in an interactive online-map, where they can be played simultaneously and in free order:
www.urban-audio.org/zaragoza.html
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urban
camouflage

concert at Etopia featuring sounds and visuals of Zaragoza
with: Ernesto Sarasa and Oscar Yuste

workshop participant Marta
ready to record
workshop
on recording
with the Z_Units
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cameraman Javier Cerdá blocking a street

workshop on building contact-microphones

http://www.urban-audio.org/zaragoza.html

The interactive map allows to play
all recordings of the Zaragoza
project simultaneously and in free
order.
The recordings that were made
during the collaborative-recording
workshop are credited with the
names of the participants.
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URBAN AUDIO DeutschlandTour
(GermanyTour - 2009/2010 - sound art project in public space - 16 German State Capital Cities)
The DeutschlandTour was the first project with the URBAN AUDIO van and the DroneUnits. Wireless
signal transmission systems allow to place the 8 instruments in the area of an entire intersection (at the
roead-side and on traffic islands).
During the tour, the 16 German State Capital Cities were visited. In each city one day of project was
performed at a major inner city traffic intersection during which a 60 minutes of audio were recorded.
The interplay of the instruments along with the structure of the traffic creates a site specific composition
which is live audible for visitors on headphones at the van.
All recordings are published at: http://stadt-akustik.de/deutschlandtour-en.html
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The URBAN AUDIO DeutschlandTour was supported by:
Stiftung Kunstfonds, LfA Foerderbank Bayern, Hamburgische Kulturstiftung, beyerdynamic

05.10.2009

Erfurt

06.10.2009

Magdeburg

28.05.2010

Mainz

29.05.2010

Wiesbaden

31.05.2010

Stuttgart

18.06.2010

Schwerin

19.06.2010

Kiel

21.06.2010

Hamburg

22.06.2010

Bremen

24.06.2010

Hannover

16.09.2010

Saarbrücken

17.09.2010

Düsseldorf

23.09.2010

Munich

28.09.2010

Dresden

(Dippoldiswalder Platz)

29.09.2010

Potsdam

(Dortustrasse / Breite Strasse)

01./03.10.2010

Including the preparations (designing and building the instruments and preparing
the van), the DeutschlandTour was a 1.5-years project. The tour itself took place
in several turns. In between the turns, the preparations for the next turn were
made; incl. location-scouting, permissions, press-releases etc.)

(huri-Gagarin-Ring / Löberstrasse)
(Erzberger Straße / Am Krökentor)

(Peter-Altmeier-Allee / Bauerngasse)
(Rheinstrasse / Wilhelmstrasse)

Finish or the DeutschlandTour was a recording at Alexanderplatz in Berlin on the
3rd of October 2010 - the day of the 20th anniversary of the German Reunion.

(Gebhard-Müller-Platz)
(Doktor-Hans-Wolf-Str. / Knaudtstrasse)

(Exerzierplatz / Schützenwall)
(Kennedybrücke / Alsterufer)
(Altenwall / Osterdeich)
(Berliner Allee / Schiffgraben)
(Dudweilerstrasse / Am Stadtgraben)
(Steinstrasse / Kreuzstrasse)

(Isartorplatz)

Berlin

(Potsdamer Platz & Alexanderplatz)

Kiel

Schwerin

Hamburg
Bremen

Potsdam

Hannover

Berlin

Magdeburg

Düsseldorf

Dresden

Erfurt

Wiesbaden
Mainz
Saarbrücken

Stuttgart

Munich
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http://stadt-akustik.de/deutschland.html

BERLIN Potsdamer Platz

A

D
camera
van

H

G
E
preparations / tuning

D2

F#

C#
placement of the instruments

video still
visitors listening live to the musical
transformation of traffic
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www.stadt-akustik.de/play-germany.html

Online sampler with the recordings of the
URBAN AUDIO DeutschlandTour
In each of the 16 cities, one hour of musical
transformations has been recorded. Each of
the 8 instruments was recorded on a separate
track. The result is 128 hours of audio
material.
On the play-Germany-website, all 128 tracks
are published as 1-minute mp3-excerpts.
128 flash players allow to play all tracks
separately and simultaneously.
In this way, every user can compose an
individual „German Symphony“ (in D-major).
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The AmericanSoundsTour took place in
August /September 2008.
During the 28 days and 9700 miles of the tour
across the USA, urban noise of 26 American
Cities has been recorded as musical
abstractions.
AU9, an especially for this purpous designed
instrument,
was
placed
in
inner-city
traffic-situations all over the USA to record
their musical embodiment. The result is over
30 15-minute video-sound-pieces.
In a special project in Januar 2009, 7
inner-city sites of New York City were
transformed to musical abstarctions. (e.g.:
Williamsburg, Soho or Times Square)
The recordings of the AmericanSoundsTour
are published on:
http://urban-audio.org/ast.html
URBAN AUDIO NY is published on:
http://urban-audio.org/ny.html
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21.8.2008

Pittsburgh PA, Fort Duquesne Blvd

22.8.2008

Cleveland OH, Prospect Ave

22.8.2008

Cleveland OH, Lakeside

22.8.2008

Chicago IL, S Wells St

23.8.2008

Chicago IL, N Orleans St

23.8.2008

St Louis MO, Market St

24.8.2008

Kansas City MO, Truman Rd

25.8.2008

Omaha NE, Douglas St

26.8.2008

Denver CO, Colfax Ave

27.8.2008

Salt Lake City UT, State St

29.8.2008

Reno NV, Fourth St

29.8.2008

Sacramento CA, J St

30.8.2008

San Francisco CA, Leavenworth St

31.8.2008

San Francisco CA, Hyde St

02.9.2008

Los Angeles CA, Sunset Blvd

03.9.2008

Los Angeles CA, 6th St / Spring St

03.9.2008

Las Vegas NV, S Las Vegas Blvd

05.9.2008

Phoenix AZ, 5th St / Van Buren St

05.9.2008

Tucson AZ, S Stone Ave

06.9.2008

El Paso TX, Paisano Dr

06.9.2008

Roswell NM, Main St

08.9.2008

Dallas TX, Main St

09.9.2008

New Orleans LA, Poydras St

09.9.2008

New Orleans LA, Canal St

09.9.2008

Birmingham AL, 20th St / 4th Ave

10.9.2008 Atlanta GA, Luckie St / Forsyth St
10.9.2008 Atlanta GA, Marietta St
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10.9.2008

Nashville TN, 5th Ave N / Commerce St

10.9.2008

Nashville TN, Broadway

11.9.2008

Knoxville TN, Church St / Walnut St

12.9.2008

Richmond VA, E Franklin St / N 7th St

12.9.2008

Washington DC, 15th St NW

13.9.2008

Philadelphia, Main St

24 days - 26 cities - 9700 miles

Result of the
AmericanSoundsTour
are 26 10-minutes videos

video stills
(top right to bottom left)
Roswell, San Francisco,
Toucson, Atlanta,
Los Angeles, El Paso,
New Orleans,
Sacramento, St. Louis

all videos are published at:
www.urban-audio.org/ast.html
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supported by:

9.1.2009 bis 11.1.2009

1

3

5
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Times Square
Grand Central Station
Jackson Ave, PS1
6th Ave / 18th St
Bowery St, New Museum
Church Street
Bedford St / N 6th St, Williamsburg
Fulton St Station, Green Line

http://www.urban-audio.org/ny.html
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4‘33‘‘ for ...

series of reinterpretations of John Cages coposition 4‘33‘‘
2012

2012 was the year of John Cages 100th birthday. Also it was the 20th anniversary of his death and
the 60th anniversary of his most famous composition 4'33".
The composition 4'33" is written in three movements during which not a single note is played. Its
musical content is rather all the sounds that appear during the performance of the piece.
The idea behind the Series 4'33" in public space is to challenge this composition of "silence" with
the noisy environment of urban space in order to question both.

4'33'' for street music
For the work 4'33" for street music i asked 8 street-musicians and street-bands in Mexico City to
perform 4'33". The 3 movements of the original composition were ignored for the benefit of the
individual interpretation of the musicians. 4'33" for street music is an 8-channel video-installation
(HD 720p 4:33 min Loop)
4'33'' for Mariachi
In 4'33" for Mariachi, the 3 movements were taken literally. Three different places in the public space
of Mexico city were chosen to perform the piece there. Each of these three places has a different
connotation of movement: Zocalo (pedestrian area), Metro station Bellas Artes and the traffic
intersection Paseo de la Reforma / Hidalgo. At each of these places, one movement from the
composition was played by a Mariachi band of seven musicians. 4'33'' for Mariachi is a 2-channel
video installation in Full HD (6:50 min Loop).
4'33'' flashmob
For the end of the Cage-year i released a call for the 4‘33“ flashmob. Via internet (Facebook, twitter,
blogs, mailing lists) musicians were invited to come to Alexanderplatz in Berlin with their instruments
to perform 4'33". The piece was conducted by Tomomi Adachi (JP). The action took place on the
30th of december 2012. In total, approx. 50 musicians followed the call. (Video: Full HD 8:07 min)
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4‘33‘‘ for street music
Mexico City, 2012
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Pedro (street organ)

Serenatas (Jazz)

Tri Jazz (Jazz)

Buena Vibra Social Sound (salsa, merengue, cumbia)

Tony Hop (beatboxing)

La Callemata (rock, independent, punk)

The Dude (singer songwriter)

Subterraneo FM (pop / rock)

http://youtu.be/iKIBsj0xBtQ

1st movement: Zocalo

2nd movement: metro station Bellas Artes

3rd movement: intersection Paseo de la Reforma / Hidalgo

4‘33‘‘ for Mariachi
Mexico City

2012

Cruz Jaco (Vihuela)
Miguel Ramirez (Guitarron)
Alan Jaco (Violine)
Jorge Ramirez (Violine)
Julio Ramirez (Violine)
Miguel Adan (Violine)
Jesus Jaco (Trompete)
assistance: Lorena Espitia
photos: Michal Šeba
supported by: FONCA, Goethe-Institut Mexico, Centro Multimedia (Cenart),
Werkleitz Gesellschaft
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http://floriantuercke.net/433.html

4:33 flashmob
Berlin, Alexanderplatz, 2012
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http://youtu.be/6TCHne51YP4

bridge portraits

The river
(Austria)
southern
the most
traffic.

2012, Linz (A)

Danube splits the city of Linz
into a northern and a
part. So the bridges become
impostant keyholes of urban

bridgePortraits deals with the 4
Danube-bridges. The solid borne
sounds of the bridges were recorded
with contact-microphones.
Along with every audio-recording, a
video was shot.
By over-layering the each 9 audio and
video recordings from every bride, 4
video works were created that amplify
the individual charachteristic of each
bridge.
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http://floriantuercke.net/bridges.html

Video Stills

Niebelungenbrücke

alte Eisenbahnbrücke

Autobahnbrücke

Styregger Brücke
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http://floriantuercke.net/bridges.html

SPONTANEOUS
RANDOM
PEOPLE‘S
CHOIR
interactive sound installation
ECS, Gdansk (PL)
2014

Spontaneous Random People‘s Choir was
a temporary sound installation during the
opening day of the European Solidarity
Center in Gdansk (PL).
Six microphones were distributed in the
main hall of the building. The microphones
were each connected to one URBAN
AUDIO instrument with which the ambient
noise was transformed to a musical sound
scape.
The musical live transformation of the
ambient noise was audible on 200 wireless
headphones that were handed out to the
visitors.
The visitors could listen live to the musical
transformation of the noise they were
causing themselves.
As
spontaneous
micro-collaboration,
Hauschka (piano) incorporated the live
sounds to his concert which took place in
the evening of the opening day.
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http://www.floriantuercke.net/SRPC.html

ALL

(Audio Linguistic Laboratory)
participatory sound&video project
Vaasa (FIN)
2012

36

video-still - 27 recordings in transparent layers (Full HD loop; 4’50’’)

Vaasa (Finland) is a bilingual city. 25% of the citizens are native swedish speaking. In the
surrounding region of Ostrobothnia, the rate of swedish-speaking population is even higher.
In the 2011 parliamentary elections, the True Finns Party (Perussuomalaiset) won 19% of the
votes, which made them the third strongest party in the finish parliament. This party is rather
nationalistic and populistic. One of their political goals is the Abolition of the obligatory swedish
language-education in schools. Amongst other traditionalistic political goals, one is the
preference of „traditional art“ to „post-modernistic art“ for state subsidised institutions.
ALL (Audio Linguistic Laboratory) was a video-project, dealing with the bilingualism of the Vaasa.
In October 2012 (right at the time of the municipal elections), a video-recording-studio was
installed for two weeks in the lobby of the local museum for modern art, Kuntsi. The citizens of
Vaasa were asked to participate in the project. When sitting down in front of the camera they
would hear a series of questions (in either Finish or Swedish) on headphones, which they were
asked to answer. The questions were inspired by the Schengen-immigration-form and the form
for the Finish citizenship declaration.
The 27 video- and audio-tracks were over layered to a composite-video.
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http://floriantuercke.net/all.html

AudioBikes_1
2 bikes, contact-microphones, amplifier, headphones

The first audio_bikes were created as a side-project during the URBAN AUDIO project in Turku (FIN, 2011). Two bikes from the bike-pool of the Turku-2011-Foundation were
transformed to mobile instruments for the the reception of the urban environment. Contact-microphones record and amplify the solid-borne sounds of the bikes. All sounds
that occur in the bikes (chain, breaks, wheels…) are audible on headphones during a bike-ride.While riding the bikes, the driver created his own sound track
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sonic bike ride

sonic bike ride - Video: 19 minuten HD 720p - Audio: Stereo; one channel per bike

AudioBikes 2.0
2 bikes, 1 microphone, 1 loudspeaker, amplifier,
wireless signal transmission system, batteries

The audio_bikes 2.0 were created during
deelstaat-residency (extrapool, NL) as part of
the project resonancity Nijmegen. Two bikes
were
transformed into mobile devices for
testing the resonance of the city. One bike
carries a loudspeaker; the other has a
microphone mounted in the front. Microphone
and loudspeaker are connected wirelessly.
When riding the microphone-bike behind the
loudspeaker-bike
an
acoustic
feedback
occurres. The frequency of the feedback
dependes on the distance between the bikes
and on the architectonic structure around them.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fUGTgxi30Vg

The third generation of audio-bikes is equipped with string-based devices that transform the bikes vibrations into harmonic
sounds which are audible on headphones while driving. As the string devices also contain microphones and transducers, the
bikes can also be used similar to URBAN AUDIO instruments. During the exhibition 30 Künstler 30 Räume (Neues Museum
Nürnberg, 2012), the bikes could be rented by visitors.

AudioBikes_3.0
2 bikes, guitar strings, pvc, varnish
amplifiers, headphones
2012

The AudioBikes_3.0 are equipped
with two string-based audiotransformation- systems that are
designed for active and passive
use.
Active use
While riding the AudioBikes_3.0, the
vibrations of the driving set strings to
vibration. One audio-transformationsystem registers the horizontal
vibrations (1a), one system registers
the vertical vibrations (1b). The string
vibrations are each recorded with an
electromagnetic pickup (2) and
passed on to an amplifier (3).
Each of the signals of the two audiotransformation-systems is audible on
one channel of the headphones.
Passive use
Two microphones (4) record ambient
noise and pass it, via a transducer
(5), on to the strings. The strings
vibrate depending on the incoming
noise.
Electromagnetic pickups record the
string vibrations pass them on to an
amplifier. The sonic abstraction of the
ambient
noise
is
audible
on
headphones.
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http://floriantuercke.net/bikes.html

... _playing

series of sound installations
electric guitars, microphones, amplifiers
2010 - 2011

_playing is a sound-installation that consists of an electric guitar that transforms urban noise. In a way it is the attempt to make
an urban environment play a guitar.
A microphone outside the exhibition space picks up the urban noise and passed it to an electro-mechanical device that is
connected to the strings of an electric guitar. The electro-mechanical device vibrates the strings of the guitar. The strings vibrate
and sound depending on the ambient noise outside the building (traffic, people talking, wind, or whatever other noise occurs).
The guitar is tuned in an open chord and is plugged into a guitar-amplifier. The direct musical translation of the ambient noise is
audible on the inside of the building and playes conatantly.
_playing was developed during a residency in Nykarleby (FIN) in 2010. Since it has been shown in Helsinki (FIN), New Orleans
(USA) and Nürnberg (GER).
Each time the work is shown, the electric guitar and the amplifier belong to a local musician.
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http://www.floriantuercke.net/playing.html

Nykarleby playing
Svenska Konstskolans Vänner
residency
2010
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ety_Zf7N36w

Helsinki playing
gallery Sinne, Helsinki (FIN)
part of the exhibition „Eteab Eshu“
43

2011

NewOrleans playing
descours festival
New Orleans (USA)
2011

descours 2011
(festival in public space)
New Orleans
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Nürnberg playing
gallery KREIS, Nürnberg (GER)
part of the solo show „Neuzugang“
2011
45

bassbediener

sound installations / music instruments / performance project
2004 - 2013

resonance chamber

piano wires

weight

bassbediener [engl.: "bass operator"] is a sound-art / music project that is based
on long-string sound-installations which are used as musical instruments.
Tuned piano-wires are fixed in the architecture (walls or pillars) and run across a space.
The number of strings varies between 3 and 12, depending on the force the
mounting-points in the walls or the pillars can stand.
In the exact middle of the strings balance spherical resonance chambers. They are tied
downwards with thin ropes to keep them from falling. So the weight of the mostly wooden
resonance chambers is carried by the tension of the strings.
The result is music instruments that can be played by two people at a time (each
standing on one side of the resonance chamber). The tuned strings can be played with
violin-bows, mallets or fingers. The sound ranges from very low sounds, when the basic
tones of the strings are played, up to quite high tones, when playing the glass-tones
(overtones/harmonics).
Since 2004 various concerts have been played with these installative instruments.
for more information see: http://www.bassbediener.com/startseite.html
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日歌う << Hi utau >> (song of the sun)
2005
Hiroshima City University (Hiroshima, JP), Lobby
4 piano wires (length: 8,00m)
resonance body (diameter: 1,00m)
pine, maple, color
performance with Ueno Masaki (violine)
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http://bassbediener.com/sonnengesang.html

“an_paganini” (”to paganini”)
2005

AdBK Nürnberg, exhibition hall
for the exhibition “gandhi, paganini und”
in collaboration with Ladislav Zajac
concert with:
Una Stiggsdottir (vocals)
Phillip Konszec (tablah)
Ladislav Zajac (sounding ceramics)
Christian Weiss (bassbediener)
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http://bassbediener.com/an_paganini.html

“deck_9”
2006
“Katarienen”parking house (Nürnberg, Germany)
8 piano wires (length: 8,00m)
resonance body (diameter: 1,00m)
pine, reinforced plastic, varnish
7 hours performance with Christian Weiss
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http://bassbediener.com/deck_9.html

no title
2008

NEXUS Foundation for Today’s Art, Philadelphis PA, USA
performance bassbediener vs. euroboom with:
Jeb Lewis (slide-guitar)
William Bilwa Costas (electronic)
Christian Weiß (bassbediener)
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http://bassbediener.com/nexus.html

2011
Liebfrauenmünster, Wolframs Eschenbach (Germany)
5 piano wires (length: 7,30m)
resonance body (diameter: 1,25m)
pine, maple
concert for the festival Musica Franconia with:
Wolfgang Riedelbach (spoken words), Amadis (ensemble for medieval music, France)
Norbert Nagel (Saxophon, Bass-Clarinet) and Christian Weiß
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“mehr weniger I & II”
2013
Bergerkirche Düsseldorf (Germany)
5 piano wires (length: 9,40m), resonance body (diameter: 1,00m), pine, reinforced plastic, varnish
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2 performances of compositions of Christian Jendreiko
with: Ludwig Abraham, Merlin Baum, Christian Jendreiko, Daniel Kiss, Roman Tönjes, Sebastian Tröger, Christian Weiss

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ea637jGOHdI

collaborations
with René Rissland
2011 - 2014

In 2010, René Rissland, a Nürnberg-based architect contacted me as he was planing a project that was dealing with
the sonic transformation of urban space (sonic sofa). I became a consultant for this project and furthermore we
started to develop collaborative projects.
Since then our mutual interest in the relationship between sound and space has led us to several collaborations.
Next to festival participations started developing a series during which we acoustically examine rare spaces.
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hEAR TOouch LISTEN
MIA - AIM conferernce
University of Texas, Austin TX (USA)
2011

hEAR TOuch LISTEN was created in
collaboration with the architect Rene Rissland
(GER) for the symposium „Music in
Architecture - Architecture in Music“ at the
University of Texas (Austin TX, USA)
The Lobby of the Bass Concert Hall of the
University of Texas is a 4 storied open space
which is surrounded by 4 balconies.
8 contact-microphones and 8 contactloudspeakers were installed at the metal
handrails of the balconies. The handrails were
set to vibration by (controled) feeding back the
signal from the contact-microphones into the
contact-speakers.
The installation was played by the Musician
and Composer Eli Fieldsteel (USA) during the
opening performance of the symposium.
All sounds were directly created from the
natural frequencies of the handrail, as well as
they were directly re-played through the
handrail.
The audience could either perceive the sound
through the air, or via bone-conduction,
directly through the handrail.
The concept won the first proce in the category
„music in architecture“ in the competition that
was connected with the conference.
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http://vimeo.com/36250241

33 tubes of different length filter the noise of traffic. The
filtered sound is captured with microphones inside the
tubes and played back by loudspeakers inside the
building.

outside>in
sound installation
descours festival
New Orleans (USA)
2011

A camera captures the traffic situation. The image from
the camera is directly projected on to an installation of
mirrors at the bottom of the lighthouse.
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http://www.urban-audio.org/outsidein.html

discovering infinity
acoustic experiments

2013

In 2013 we got access to an abandoned spherical gas
tank. Inside this 34-meters-diameter hollow steel-sphere
we conducted a series of acoustic experiments dealing
with resonance and reverb. As tools for these experiments
we used loudspeakers and microphones, while our
methods ranged from simple feedback-experiments to
professional space-acoustic measurements.
The acoustic inside this unique space was quite
impressing. We discovered a 0.5-seconds bounce-back
echo and a reverberation-time of almost one minute.
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from dystopia with love
6-cahnnel sound-installation
2014
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We were invited to conduct a work for the art&architecture festival
“dicht dazwischen” (Nürnberg, Fürth, Erlangen, GER).
For this occasion we got access to the cold-war nuclear bunker
underneath the Nürnberg main railway station. The bunker is
currently not kept operational anymore; nevertheless all original
installations are still in place.
We created a site-specific 6-channel sound-installation. The
installation consisted of sounds that we extracted from the space with
feedback experiments and by playing different sounds into the
space and recording it again. As at that time the Ukraine conflict was
about to break loose, we mixed the current political situation with
cold-war connotation that is immanent with the space itself.

hottower
acoustic experiments
2014
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During its construction we got access to Nürnbergs new hot-water supply tank. Inside
this 70-meters high hollow tower we conducted a series of acoustic experiments dealing
with resonance and reverb. As tools for these experiments we used loudspeakers and
microphones, while our methods ranged from simple feedback-experiments to
professional space-acoustic measurements.

for the wind
acoustic experiments
2014

During its construction we got access to a wind energy plant. Inside this 120-meters high
hollow tube we conducted a series of acoustic experiments dealing with resonance and
reverb. As tools for these experiments we used loudspeakers and microphones, while
our methods ranged from simple feedback-experiments to professional space-acoustic
measurements. The experiments included swinging microphones in the inside and
capturing the sound of the wind outside and re-playing it in the inside.
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Curriculum Vitae - Florian Tuercke
1977
born in Nürnberg (Germany)
1999 – 2005 Studies at the Academy of fine Arts Akademie (AdBK) Nürnberg
2007
postgraduate diploma „Kunst und Öffentlicher Raum“ (art and public space)
2008/9
USA - residency
Artist Residencies
2011
2012
2012
2012

Svenska Konstskolans Vänner - Nykerleby, Finland
FONCA & Centro Multimedia (Cenart) - Mexico City
Salzamt - Linz, Austria
Platform - Vaasa, Finland

Prizes & Awards
2005
2006
2008
2008
2010
2011
2011
2012
2012

Bayerischer Kulturförderpreis der e-on AG (Germany)
Bayerischer Kunstförderpreis (State of Bavaria, Germany)
USA-Scolarship from the State of Bavaria (Germany)
Project - support by “Stiftung Kunstfonds” (national foundation for contemporary art, Germany)
International Media-Art GrandPrix „live2011“ - 3. prize in the cathegory „digital Turku“ - Turku (Finland)
Nürnberg-Scholarhip – Art Award by the city of Nürnberg (Germany)
1. Prize in the competition „Music in Architecture“ at the University of Texas, Austin TX (USA), in collaboration with René Rißland (D)
EMARE Mexiko-Scholarship by “Werkleitz Gesellschaft” (Germany)
paseoproject award - Zaragoza (Spain)

National and international Exhibitions and Festivals (selection)
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2008
2008
2008
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„anfangen jetzt“ - 3hoch3_aktionskonglomerat, Nürnberg (Germany)
„khora“ - sculptors symposium, Hiroshima (Japan)
„räumen“ - art project in public space, Hildesheim (Germany)
„motiva“ – Austria-Center, Wien (Austria)
„stadt-akustik“ - Museum Zirndorf (solo exhibition), Zirndorf (Germany)
„blaue nacht“ - Kunstprojekt im öffentlichen Raum, Nürnberg
„re-mig(r)atio“ - art project in public space (forschungsgruppe_f), Budapest (Hungary)
„khora 2“ - sculptors symposium, AdbK Nürnberg (Germany)
„4+“ - 3hoch3_aktionskonglomerat, Nürnberg (Germany)
„FOR EXAMPLE S,F,N,G,L,B,C“ Shedhalle, Zürich, (Switzerland)
„Bayerischer Kunstförderpreis 06“ - Galerie der Künstler, Munich (Germany)
„little germany“ - art project in public space (forschungsgruppe_f), Stuttgart (Germany)
„STOCK – contemporary art show“ - Theatro Garibaldi, Palermo (Italy)
„little hungary“ - Kunstprojekt im öffentlichen Raum (forschungsgruppe_f), Budapest (Hungary)
„STOCK – contemporary art show“ - 3hoch3, Nürnberg (Germany)
„offene Klimastation“ - Urban Research Institute, art project in public space, Nürnberg (Germany)
„URBAN AUDIO CityMappingNürnberg“ - (solo exhibition) Kreisgalerie, Nürnberg (Germany)
„Human Lights“ - Kunsthaus, Nürnberg (Germany)
„Art in Art“ - Kunstgalerie Karlovy Vary, Karlsbad, (Czech Republic)
„Gleis 0” Kunstraeme Bayern, railway station Fürth (Germany)
„Myh“, forschungsgruppe_f, Kunstraum Munich (Germany)

2009
2010
2010
2010
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2012
2012
2012
2013
2013
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014

„Oil on Canvas“ Halle 15, ehem. AEG, Nürnberg (Germany
„online-flashmob", .con ("dotcon") - in collaboration with Cyrena Dunbar (CAN)
„v_Kunst” - Video-art festival in public space - Frankfurt a. Main (Germany)
„Hamburg, Gießen, Offenbach” - Hafen2 - Offenbach (Germany)
„Eshu Etaeb“ Ausstellungsbeteiligung in der Galerie Sinne – Helsinki, (Finnland)
screening at „b&w Festival“, Porto, (Portugal)
„Neuzugang“ - (solo exhibition), Kreis-Galerie, Nürnberg (Germany)
„Deelstaat“ - international symposium - Exprapool (Netherlands)
„transvizualia“ - meda art festival - Gdansk (Poland)
„descours“ - Festival in public space - AiA New Orleans (USA)
„30 Künstler 30 Räume" - Museum for Modern Art, Nürnberg (Germany)
„Explore Expand Expose" - Salzamt - Linz (Austria)
„.move_forward" - media art festival - Werkleitz Gesellschaft - Halle (Germany)
„paseo project” - Etopia Center for Art & Technology - Zaragoza (Spain)
„Nomadic Village” - festival for mobile art - Cuges les Pins (France)
„Linz Donau” - NORDICO Stadtmuseum - Linz (Austria)
„dicht dazwischen säen” - Association of Architects - Nürnberg (Germany)
„Nomadic Village” - festival for mobile art - Hohe Wand (Austria)
Sound installation for the opening of the European Solidarity Center - Danzig (Poland)
„Strukturalny Sopot” - Artloop Festival - Sopot (Poland)

Projects in public space & Performances (selection)
2004
2005
2005
2005
2005
2006
2006
2006
2006
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2008
2008
2009
2009
2010
2011
2011
2012
2012
2012
2013
2014
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„145hz“ , Franziskanerkirche, Rothenburg ob der Tauber (Germany)
„pagandhi“ with Ladislav Zajac, AdbK Nürnberg, exhibition hall (Germany)
„concerto nocturno“ , AdbK Nürnberg (Germany)
„145hz für franziskus“ , Franziskanerkirche, Rothenburg ob der Tauber (Germany)
„waiting for suria“ , sound- and dance-production, in collaboration with Ladislav Zajac, 3hoch3, Nürnberg (Germany)
„deck_9“, Katharinenparkhaus, Nürnberg (Germany)
„analog“, Johanniskirche, Plauen (Germany)
„long way home“, AdbK Nürnberg (Germany)
„URBAN AUDIO Zürich“ – 3 Kurzperformances im öffentlichen Raum, Zürich (Switzerland)
„zwischenräume“ in collaboration with Laura Konjetzky (Piano) - Galerie der Künstler, München (Germany)
„URBAN AUDIO Budapest“ – sound-art project in public space, Budapest (Hungary)
„URBAN AUDIO Stuttgart“ – sound-art project in public space, Stuttgart (Germany)
„URBAN AUDIO DTM“ – Performance at the DTM car-racing, Norisring, Nürnberg (Germany)
„URBAN AUDIO CityMappingNürnberg“ - sound-art project in public space, Nürnberg (Germany)
„URBAN AUDIO AmericanSoundsTour,“ - sound-art project in public space - 27 US-American cities (USA)
„inter continental collaborations I & II" - NEXUS foundation for todays art, Philadelphia PA (USA)
„bassbediener vs. euroboom" - NEXUS foundation for todays art - Philadelphia PA (USA)
„URBAN AUDIO NY“ - sound-art project in public space, New York City (USA)
„URBAN AUDIO DeutschlandTour“ - sound-art project in public space of 16 German cities (Germany)
„URBAN AUDIO Tallinn & Turku“ - sound-art project in public space in the European Capitals of Culture (Estonia / Finland)
„Fränkischer Sommer” - conzert - Wolframs-Eschenbach (Germay)
„4'33" for Mariachi" - performance in public space - Mexico City (Mexico)
„ALL (Audio-Linguistic Laboratory)" - Kuntsi (Museum of modern Art) - Vaasa (Finland)
„4’33’’ flashmob” - performance in public space - Berlin, Alexanderplatz (Germany)
„URBAN AUDIO Zaragoza - sound-art project in public space - Zaragoza (Spain)
„Structural Sound Project London” - interactive sound-art in public space – Arebyte Gallery – Hackney Wick, London (UK)

teaching
2007
2007
2011
2012
2013

Audio-Workshop at the Academy of fine Arts, Nürnberg (Germany)
Workshop „Urban Strategies“ for AIAS (Association International Art Schools), HDK Zürich (Switzerland)
Soundart-Workshop at the Novia University for Applied Science - Nykarleby (Finland)
sound workshop - Neues Museum, Nürnberg (Germany)
workshop “inaudible sounds” - Etopia Center for Art & Technology - Zaragoza (Spain)

talks & lectures
2010
2011
2011
2011
2012
2013
2013
2014

Novia University - Nykarleby (Finland)
Platform - Vaasa (Finland)
tunedcity Tallinn - Tallinn (Estonia)
helikosolek - National Museum - Tartu (Estonia)
Novia University - Jakobstad (Finland)
TU Wien (University of vienna) - Vienna (Austria)
Etopia Center for Art & Technology - Zaragoza (Spain)
TU Wien (University of Vienna) – Institute for Architecture – Vienna (Austria)

published in:
„vor Ort“ - exhibition-catalog - 2004
„40 Positionen, 32 Räume“ - exhibition-catalog - published by: Museum of Modern Art Hühnfeld, Germay - 2005
„khora“ - exhibition-catalog – published by: Hiroshima City University, Japan - 2005
„motiva“ - Katalog zur Ausstellung – published by: Museum of Modern Art Hühnfeld, Germany - 2005
„khora_2“ – exhibition-catalog – 2006
„stock“ – exhibition-catalog – 2007
„little“ – exhibition-catalog – 2007
„v_kunst“ – exhibition-catalog - 2010
„oil on canvas“ – exhibition-catalog – 2010
„Kreis im Wald“ – exhibition-catalog – 2010
„30 Künstler 30 Räume - exhibition-catalog - published by: Institute for modern Art, Nürnberg, Germany - 2012
„Expose Expand Explore" - exhibition-catalog - published by: Salzamt Linz, Austria - 2012
„.move_forward" - exhibition-catalog - published by: Werkleitz Gesellschaft, Germany - 2012
„paseo project” - catalog - published by: Zaragoza Foundation for Knowlege - 2013
„Linz/Donau” - catalog - published by: NORDICO Stadtmuseum Linz
collaborations
-

since 2005 Member of the artist-group “forschungsgruppe_f” ( www.forschungsgruppe-f.net )
founding member of the Urban Research Institute ( www.urban-research-institute.org )
since 2010 member of the artist-group „Kreis“

collaborations and performances with:
William Bilwa Costa (USA), René Rißland (GER), Jürgen Lehmeier (GER), Christian Schröder (A), Norbert Nagel (GER), Eli Fieldsteel (USA),
Ensemble Amadis (FR), Emily Sweeney (USA), Christian Weiß (GER), Dennis Tan (SGP/GER), Allison Lorenzen (USA), Cyrena Dunbar (CAN/GER),
Jeb Lewis (USA), Rosa Isaldur (DK), Ewa Hubar (PL), Wolfgang Riedelbauch (GER), Marcin Dymiter (PL), Rasmus Hedlund (FIN), Ernesto Sarasa
(ESP), Óscar Yuste (ESP), Tomomi Adachi (JP), Nimrod Vardi (UK), Carrie Foulkes (UK), Shannon Woo (UK), David Webb (UK), Emiddio Vasquez
(UK), Warren Shaw (UK), Random Order (collective, UK), Kesicka Malgorzata (PL), Pawel Gozdziewicz (PL), Michal Broniewicz (PL),
web
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www.bassbediener.com
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www.urban-audio.org
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www.floriantuercke.net

